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Translators’ Note
As Bishop Gregory himself states, this book contains
many "imperfections". For the translation, I was
required to choose between being true to the laws of
grammar, correct syntax and "proper" structure on one
hand, and being true to the original text, on the other.
Usually, this is an easy decision to make. In this
particular case, however, the "imperfections" are
colorizations that often comprise the special spirit of
this book (and the spirit of people and places being
described) and are necessary to convey the
indescribable, the intangible. As a result, I decided to
transfer many of these imperfections to the translated
text, complete with incoherencies, simplicities and
those… dots…, and, at times, added "imperfections" of
my own, all with the intent of truly capturing the
essence of the original text. As it is with our own lives,
there are lessons to be learnt from within each
mistake…
I extend my gratitude to Bishop Gregory for giving
me, through the translation of this book, a glimpse of
this foreign world.
Dimitris Rigogiannis,
Fiona Karabatsaki

FOREWORD

T

he Missionary Journey Association (Ierapostoliki
Synodiporia) is a walk along the path carved by the
mast and Cross of our venerable brother, the
Metropolitan of Cameroon, Bishop Gregory. The
Association was established with the canonical
permission of our venerable Shepherd, the Metropolitan
of Megara, His Eminence Bartholomew, as a result of a
joint effort of various brothers. Of course, we are by no
means under the false impression that we are the
Cyrene, or even co-Cyrenes, of his Cyrene people...
We want to try and share the burden of His struggle,
His pains and for "… those things which Christ has not
accomplished through me, in word and deed, to make the
Gentiles obedient, in mighty signs and wonders, by the
power of the Spirit of God…" (Romans 15: 18-19).
Towards this purpose, we have received the blessing of
the Pope and Patriarch of Alexandria and All Africa,
His Beatitude THEODOROS II, the careworn
Patriarch of the Mission.
And so, for 2005 and through to January of 2006, we
become co-journeymen along the ecclesiastic route of the
Metropolitan of Cameroon, transported by his "handwritten" and "imperfect" notes. These notes, beautiful on
one hand yet often "harsh" and plain on the other, do not
constitute merely a diary of sentimental value, but also a
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record of religious history - in other words, a reflection of
the journey undertaken by Christ’s Gospel.
We decided to publish these notes, firstly so that
more people can become "partners with Simon" (Luke
5:10), secondly, so that we, as Christians of the "first
world", can become aware of the course of Christ’s
Gospel in the "third world" and, finally, in order to aid in
the missionary ministration of the Metropolis of
Cameroon with the sale of this book.
The book was given the title of "Travelogue" not
because it contains human interactions and stories, but
because the roadmap of the "Lord’s missionary journey"
(see Acts, 18:25, 19:9, 19:23, 22:4, 24:22) is reflected on a
daily basis in the stories and moments experienced in
North Cameroon and Chad, where the words "path" and
"journey" adopt the New-Testament, ‘ecclesiastic life’
meaning.
Alas, we hand over this book to the loving embrace of
our brothers in Christ and ask the Lord of the Vineyard
to broaden "His path" in Central Africa, so that, with the
Grace of God, the Lord’s Word is catechised (or ‘heard’,
as a "rushing mighty wind" (Acts 2:2)), guarded from the
slanderers (see Acts 19:9) and from the usual "great
commotion" (Acts 19:23) and also that He provides,
through Bishop Gregory, "repentance to life" (Acts 11:18).
Furthermore, to our dear Metropolitan Gregory, it
should be "established in the heart" (Hebrews 13:9) that
his "journey has the Lord’s approval" (Judges 17:6).
Archimandrite Chrysostomos
Abbot, Holy Monastery of Saint Paraskevi
Megara, 25/09/2006
- 8 -

NOTES FROM THE FIRST
TRAVELOGUE
THROUGH THE WORLD
OF N. CAMEROON AND CHAD
21-02-2005
We begin our journey to NÔrth
Cameroon, by car. It is unbelievable
how the scenery constantly changes…
an endless road in the jungle… 70 kilometers outside
the capital, the dirt road begins… red earth everywhere…
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we drive slowly behind large trucks carrying all sorts of
merchandise… dust covers everything…
Late at night we arrive at Bertua, exhausted and
unrecognisable from the dust. We have already
traveled 850 kilometers and still have another two days
journey ahead of us…

Map of Cameroon
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22-02-2005
Early in the morning, we depart for
Garoua with an intermediate stop at
Ngaoundere... this is the worst part of
the route… the road is full of potholes, forcing the drivers to perform dangerous zigzags
in order to avoid them… the savage vegetation starts to
recede and the scenery gradually begins to look like a
savanna…
For several hours we travel across an area where
everything is slowly burning and smoking… the
atmosphere is suffocating… "The tribe that lives here is
constantly burning the land", my driver informs me…
"As soon as it rains,
everything turns green
again."
We crossed driedup rivers where
crowds of people are
digging holes in
search of the water
still left under the
river sand…
Ngaoundere. A
city whose dominant features are the volcanic rocks,
alleys of tall pine-trees, and Islam…
The scenery is reminiscent of the Cretan
mountains… and the Aegean islands, only without the
blue of the sea…
Rocks planted in a strange manner, as if they were
- 11 -

the remains of a cyclopean settlement… It seems as if
there is a structural logic, an architectural consistency…

23-02-2005
We leave Garoua at sunrise… we
plan to reach our Missionary Center
in Katrang, only a few meters off the
borders of Chad, late at night…
Outside the city the scenery changes rapidly and the
desert begins…
An endless road. Fortunately, this route does not
have hidden pot holes and inspires a sense of safety…
I am enchanted by the vastness of the desert... it
spreads as far as the eye can see… and when you
actually arrive at where the eye can see, the vastness
continues well beyond it… random huts in the middle of
nowhere, signs of life everywhere… and every so often,
the sight of women with pots (made from a type of huge
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pumpkin) on their heads, carrying water on an
imaginary route that cannot be seen by inexperienced
eyes such as mine…
As we move on, the trees become more and more
scarce… everywhere, though, are tight masses of people
that, amidst the vastness of the desert, look as if they
are restrained together in groups…
Kaele. We stop at the last gas-station… From this
point on, we will have to refuel at the improvised gas
stations that sell fuel of questionable quality in plastic
bottles…
Late at night we arrive at our Missionary Center in
Katrang, exhausted… It is pitch-black and the
temperature is unusually high at around 45Ô to 50Ô
Celsius… "Soon it will get cooler", my driver informs
me… I begin to think we had arrived at the wrong
place… such a vast
emptiness…
The sight of the
Church of the
Twelve Apostles
assures me that we
were at the right
place, but I still
wonder…
Until the moment
we entered the church to venerate, everything seemed
strange to me…
Soon after, a bustle of people broke the silence…
within minutes, dozens of children had gathered and
- 13 -

began to sing and dance to two tam-tams, in front of the
church, welcoming us… A strange sound, like the
sound of waves breaking against rocks, then a small
pause, then again the wave… They were singing
antiphonally... one child would sing a verse and then
some of the other children would repeat the same verse
whilst, at the same time, other children would sing a
different verse… just like an ancient chorus…
Impossible to discern this song in the Tipouri dialect…
there is braveness to it, but also… sadness…

"The children here play at night because in the daytime
it is too hot to play", my driver continued to explain, like
a guide, noticing my every puzzlement...
I already knew certain things about Africa from my
contact with the country of Uganda and our Mission
there… it was obvious that this land had its own laws
and rules and possessed a certain strange, raw charm…
This is impossible to conceive and digest at once…
nevertheless, it is there and you feel it constantly…
- 14 -

I stayed to listen to these sounds that were so
strange to my ears and, through the singing of children’s
voices in the night, I felt as if I was entering an
unknown and secret world, a world far beyond my
feeble European education and imagination could ever
take me…

24-02-2005
The sun rose very early… by 5 a.m. the
people were already busy with their
work as the temperature started to
rise rapidly…
After the Matins we began our visits to the
parishes... people everywhere, and hundreds of
children… "Nine out of ten women have a baby on their
back", our driver explains. Everywhere we are greeted
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with demonstrations of joy and respect… and cries of
approval are heard whenever the name of Patriarch
Theodoros is mentioned…
Doukoula, Datcheka, Gouai, Tchatibali, Bougai,
Zouai, Giri, Viri, Konkoron Baiga, Touilae, Gigla,
Touloum, Guidigis... unknown villages, almost all of
them laid-out in the same way, in the same desert… it
all seems strange, as strange as the accent with which
they are pronounced…
A world dressed in bright colors and peculiar
impromptu songs welcomes us with broad, genuine
smiles and with childlikeness so beyond any European
maturity…
I shake the hands of men, women and children…
hands made of rough skin as a result of hard, manual
labour. Never before has a hand-shake make me feel so
bad…
I listen to problems, accounts, speculations, all of
which are tainted with a narrative spell… the telling of a
story that must begin and end in a particular, perhaps
epic, manner… Everywhere, there is hope embedded in
the stare of these people who look at me… hope that
certain things will change in their lives…
They ask for schools and small medical centers...
It becomes apparent that, for reasons yet unknown
to me, we are the only "organisation" active in this
area... At night, we return to our Missionary Centre,
exhausted… I try to take notes of everything... there is a
need for bare necessities everywhere … we need to
develop a plan…
- 16 -

26-02-2005
We moved what was needed for the
consecration of the Parish of the
Three Hierarchs in Doukoula and,
after a special service, we moved the
holy relics and placed the icons on the iconostasis… the
delicate Byzantine paint-strokes and soft colors
instantly transformed the atmosphere of the church…

27-02-2005
I performed the consecration for the
first time… it was a unique experience
not only for me, but also for the
people … we had distributed the
consecration pamphlet, and the everyone watched in
silence and devoutness ... the choir was chanting the
psalms in the Tipouri language with a heart-felt
passion…
After the Liturgy,
a meal was prepared
for everyone, in the
rooms of the
neighbouring
schools... A
celebration for all …
the spirit of early
Christendom... this is
how the early
Christian "agapes"
- 17 -

must have felt like... an atmosphere created by the
simplicity and open-heartedness of the people…

28-02-2005
We continue to visit makeshift
parishes in huts made out of carbon
boxes… Despite the sabotage of an
"impostor brother" who precedes us in
our visits, bearing fake letters supposedly written by me
saying "I am sorry I have not the time to visit you …
maybe some other time…", the patience and resilience of
the people, and possibly some inside information, saves
the situation and we manage to visit them…
I am also suffering exhaustion as a result of food
poisoning from something I was offered… my driver
insists we return and go to the hospital but I cannot
stop anywhere… I feel obligated towards those people
- 18 -

waiting to meet me … after a few necessary stops on the
road, my exhaustion, along with the rest of the
symptoms, slowly begin to fade…
At Touloum, I was offered a basket of dried fresh
beans and two batches of millet, both being traditional
cultivations in the area...
In the evenings at the Missionary Centre, we read
the evening service in the Church of the Twelve
Apostles, which is
packed with
children… At the
end, we give candy
to each of them…
Great joy for the
children and great
surprise to us when
we see that some of
the children are
actually putting the
candy in their mouth along with the wrapping!!!!
Soon after, the songs begin …

01-03-2005
I visit a large group of catechumens at
Guidigis. The "impostor brother" had
managed to reach this place before us
again... they gave me the letter that I
was supposed to have sent to them two hours earlier!!!
… Despite this, they insisted on waiting for me in the
abominable heat for two hours…
- 19 -

Afterwards, I visited the traditional king – ‘Lamido’,
in the local dialect – of Guidigis... he welcomed us
sitting under a straw tent in the yard of his home which
bore an obvious traditional Islamic architecture… all of
his visitors were obliged to remove their shoes before
entering the yard… as a token of respect, they informed
us we were not obliged to do so…
The king apologised for not being able to stand up
and, following the necessary introductions, began to
speak in a strange manner… his speech had obvious
elements from the Koran but also had a narrative style
of another era… there was a certain charm to the way
he spoke… he had been able to go to Mecca and was
now ready to depart from this world… I found myself
unconsciously replying in the same manner of speech …
he was looking at me with surprise and was trying to
decipher what I was saying. In the end, he seemed
genuinely pleased…
His last words were: "Since God sent you to this place,
it will be very tragic if you promise to do certain things to
help this land, but actually do nothing…"
I thanked him for his advice and for the land he gave
us in order to build a church and a school…
Before I departed, one of the catechumens ran up to
meet me... he wanted to tell me something… with the
help of two interpreters of the local dialects, I managed
to figure out what he was trying say… some other
Christian denomination which had been present in the
area for the last forty years without ever building a
church or anything else was informed of our visit and,
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as a last-minute response, had only today brought in a
construction worker to begin building a church…!!!

02-03-2005
A technician arrived today to install
hand pumps on two wells... it is the
only way to maintain a certain quality
of the water in the wells…
From sunrise, women start arriving, carrying their
sick children… malaria, diarrhea, respiratory problems
and many more ailments… we have nothing other than
a few pain killers and febrifuges... it is difficult to cope
with seeing all these sick children and not being able to
do anything for them… I read them a blessing and
made the sign of the Cross over them....
We need to do something more about this…
I picked out the most serious cases and told them we
were going to the hospital via a 50 kilometer journey if
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we were able to cross the lake and, if not, we had to
prepare for a 100 kilometer journey. We all filed into
our car, the sole vehicle in the region, and thanked God
that the lake was dry enough that we were able to cross
it, thus cutting the journey short by 50 kilometers…
After a difficult, two-hour journey across sand, we
arrived at Yagoua... a city literally engulfed in sand…
After dealing with all the administrative necessities,
the little patients were examined and we purchased
medication - all this, as usual, with the assistance of our
interpreters… the doctors provided the mothers with
the relevant instructions, and we were on our way
back…
On our way home, I asked the women whether they
had ever visited the hospital before … their answer was
that today was their first visit to the city, ever!!!

03-03-2005
Every morning, priests from all the
neighboring parishes come and
perform the Divine Liturgy.
This is followed by a discussion on
liturgical issues...
Today, a mother brought an infant with severe burns
on one leg. When I untied the rag that served as a
bandage, I was shocked by what I saw. The child’s kneecap was almost completely exposed and the entire burn
was smothered by a black lotion made from ashes and
palm oil... It was impossible to cleanse the bleeding
wound… I placed a temporary bandage on him and we
- 22 -

set off, once again, for the hospital… The exact same
journey, in 50 degrees heat…
We left the child at the hospital to be looked after
and went to the town’s stores in search of four screws
that the technician needed for the wells’ hand pumps...
we searched in all the likely stores (always wondering
why there was more sand inside the stores than outside
in the streets!!!!)… it was impossible to find any type of
screw other than a specific small one…
"If you stick three of them together you will end up with
one just the size you need!!!", was the advice we received
everywhere…
We despaired.
Heading back, we saw somebody selling spare parts
from perished vehicles… we stopped and searched
through piles of metal and miraculously managed to
find the only four identical screws that were just the size
we needed…
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04-03-2005
At sunrise, we received the
unfortunate news that a child close to
the Mission had passed away due to a
high-fever… not even the parents had
known that the child, for several days was suffering a
burning fever… they thought it was common malaria…
they buried it that same morning in the yard of their
house, in accordance with local traditions…
We held a service in Gouai, in the Parish of St
Gerasimus, the smallest church in the area, making it
impossible to accommodate the hundreds of believers
and children that swarmed the surroundings like a
colorful river…
After the Liturgy, we offered everyone a meal... it was
very moving… we had no forks so we used our hands to
eat, and we also had very few plates… everyone washed
their hands and waited in turn for the first people to
finish eating before they could take their plates so that
they, themselves, could eat… all of this was carried out in
a certain silence, with respect and forbearance…

05-03-2005
(Saturday of Souls)
After the Liturgy and remembrance
for the founders, donors and
supporters of the Mission and for the
departed Missionaries, we set forth, once again, for the
Yagoua hospital… It turned out that the child that was
being treated was doing better and, and as a result of
- 24 -

our visit, we came to find the doctor we had been
looking for… a young doctor, born next to the church of
the Holy Apostles in Katrang. Nobody knew what had
become of him since he left to study.
After he recognised the vestments of the Orthodox
Priests, he spoke to us and told us where he was from
and that he still remembered His Eminence
Metropolitan Irineos, who has since passed away, from
the time he was a child.
I considered this divine intervention and a gift from
the mediations of the first Missionary to N. Cameroon.
I immediately asked him what dialects he spoke, just
to make sure. "Tipouri", was the answer.
After a long discussion, we agreed to cover the
expenses for his transportation, as well as a monthly
salary, and to equip the small rural medical centres in
Katrang and
Doukoula so that
every second
Saturday, when he
wasn’t working, he
could visit the two
centers, examine and
consult patients –
the vast majority of
which speak only
Tipouri – and administer the appropriate medication,
all free of charge. Once again, God had placed
everything right before us…
At night, the heat makes it impossible to sleep for
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more than a few hours and even those few hours were
constantly interrupted by our own exhaustion… still,
this place is worth every sacrifice… I try to keep writing
these notes, even though it will be impossible to forget
any of this… Hot air stinges my eyes and forces me
to stop…

06-03-2005
(Meat-fare Sunday)
I performed the Liturgy in the Parish
of the Holy Twelve Apostles... After
the Gospel, I stood at the Holy Gate
to speak… I had prepared a few thoughts on the Gospel
the night before... Never before had I found it so hard
to find the right words…
I just looked around and saw… men with torn
clothing… children, barefoot, with what was left of their
clothes on them
(only to look at them
filled me with shame
for wearing shoes)…
mothers with
children on their
backs…
God, what am I to
say to these people
who are the poorest
of the poor?
What am I to say
to these people who,
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for ages now, have eaten only one type of food?
What am I to say to these people who tread miles of
land just to quench their thirst?
What am I to say to these eternal prisoners of the
desert?
What am I to say to these mothers who have brought
despair to despair itself?
What am I to say to these people who will be the
judges of the first and the second world?
I thought of prostrating before them, of apologising
for having been born in the first world, and say nothing
more… Suddenly, an image of these people during a
previous service came to mind… where, during Holy
Communion, they placed a little basket in front of the
Holy Gate and each person, in turn, approached it and
left a few coins "for the poor", recognizing, in this way,
that there were others even poorer than themselves...
This image saved
me....
And so, I spoke
to them of the even
poorer of the
poorest brothers of
the Lord...
When I finished,
I wasn’t quite sure…
had I done well in
speaking or should
I just had prostrated
before them?...
- 27 -

07-03-2005
Departure for the parishes of South
Chad… Crossing the borders to the
first city, Fianga, we stopped at
customs to obtain the required
permit… during our wait, which was long as usual, we
heard loud cries… a father running with a child in his

Map of Chad
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arms, chased by two women who were crying
desperately, raising their hands in the sky… they had
just returned from the doctor… they had taken the child
to be examined and during the examination the child
died of some galloping illness...
An indescribable
sight… taken straight out
of an ancient tragedy…
Chad is a different
world. It took us several
hours to reach the
parishes, not only because
of the distance, but also
due to the bad state of the
roads…
I always remember the
words of my departed
father: "The varieties of
people compose the beauty
of this world…" It is
remarkable how within
such relatively small distances everything can be so
different!!... like the variety of quality of the always bad
water… that actually looks more like rust than water...
The parishes are filled with enthusiasm, an
enthusiasm which is very clearly reflected on the faces
of the people.
"Tradition commands that a visitor must stay at least
one night…" We abide by the local laws…
- 29 -

08-03-2005
The return to our Missionary Center,
in unbearable heat… I sit down and
record the needs, my impressions,
words and experiences…
In the evening, the children return and begin
singing… A sudden silence baffles me and then I hear a
hoarse voice of a very young child...
"Ema… ema… Emanuel… ema… ema… Emanuel"
it said, and the rest repeated "Ema… ema… Emanuel…
ema… ema… Emanuel…", "Ema… ema… Emanuel…
ema… ema… Emanuel…"…
I was struck by the passion and strength of this little
hoarse voice and approached the children…
In the darkness, I barely make out the little solo
singer… he was probably not older than six years old,
with nothing on him other than what appeared to have
been, at one, a pair of shorts… he clapped his hands
while singing, to maintain the rhythm…
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"Ema… ema… Emanuel…
ema… ema… Emanuel…", and
something else I couldn’t
quite get…
"What do the words of the
song mean?", I asked our
translator…
"Emanuel, son of God,
come, come to us…
Emanuel come to us…
Emanuel, son of God, why won’t You come to us?"!!

09-03-2005
I visited a newly-established group of
catechumens in the city of Yagoua …
we sat and spoke in the middle of the
day, in the shade… the heat was
unbearable but the people’s thirst for answers was even
greater… why this?… why that?… endless questions…
When it grew dark, we departed… a strange
sweetness, combined with the tranquility of the desert,
lingered everywhere… in the middle of the desert,
speaking of Christ… in the midst of the infinite poverty
of an unheard world, speaking of the humility of God....
I listened to what I was saying and felt as if I was
hearing it for the very first time myself… the eagerness
of the people yet another perplexing mystery …
Late at night we arrived at our Missionary Center…
Impossible to get any sleep… Stillness of air, and heat…
- 31 -

11-03-2005
The days are dedicated to priestly and
catechetic gatherings... whilst we also
try to resolve the issue regarding the
auditing of the parishes…
Visits to places where churches must be built, where
wells must be opened, where schools must be
constructed…
We need to process all the required paperwork in
order to avoid building "on air" and therefore finding
ourselves in store for surprises… a tiresome,
cumbersome, but necessary task… bureaucracy…
I think that, at some point, we will have to add to our
liturgical petitions a petition of this sort...
"May God strengthen those who sit on the waiting
bench of the public service…", or "For our brothers,
who sit at public services waiting for permits, let us pray to
the Lord…"

14-03-2005
We depart early in the morning for
the capital of Chad, Ndjamena…
A long road leads us to a different
kind of desert… after the national
park of Waza, trees becomes scarce… the architecture
of the villages also changes… they look like settlements
separated by vast distances… and in the middle of
nowhere in this desert, people carry water in paths
invisible and indefinable to me...
- 32 -

Our journey is accompanied by flocks of birds that
are entertained by diving right in front of our car…
Suddenly, we enter a cloud of red dust… "it is
Armadan…", my driver informs me, dust from the desert
that looks like thick fog… it must be very common here
because thousands of people walk within this cloud,
seemingly unaffected…
Late in the afternoon, we arrive at the bridge of
Kouseri... a river forms a natural border between
Cameroon and Chad
and when you cross
the bridge you
immediately arrive
at the capital of
Chad, Tzamena …
We arrive ten
minutes late, and
find the bridge
closed… it is
impossible to cross
it… we must spend the night in Kouseri… besides, we
notice that we also have a punctured tire…
Within minutes, darkness falls and mingles with the
floating dust… in this strange ambience we will have to
search for a garage to repair our tire…
The improvised, all-night garages alongside the
roads of Africa could potentially be the subject of an
interesting study on how everything can be repaired
without the use of tools, or with the use of makeshift
tools made from broken car engine parts…
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The two lone hotels in the area were Islamic… as
you enter you are greeted by a small shrine and the rest
of the hotel’s architecture bears a similar shrine-like
appearance… you get the sense that the cloud of dust,
by casting obscure shadows and by further dimming the
light, has transported you to a holy place…

15-03-2005
Chad is a completely different world
from Cameroon… a very different
tribe and tradition…
Unfortunately, we do not have
much time to spend at the hospitable home of the
Greek Consular... Based on his accurate directions,
we set out to find the town of Saar where an Orthodox
church, built in 1952 by a Greek family, apparently
exists…
From the letters of His Eminence Metropolitan
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Irineos, it is apparent that a small number of Orthodox
Chadezians must also exist in the region…
Of course, it’s like looking for a needle in a haystack… but it’s worth every effort if we are to meet
people that have been kept at bay by distance and
circumstance, and also considering that the Greeks had
virtually all abandoned the area… we will have to travel
across 2,000 kilometers of terrible road…
Our journey was destined to stop very abruptly and
dangerously when our car’s steering mechanism and
front right wheel broke due to an unexpected pot-hole
in the road. Thankfully, our driver managed to stop the
vehicle just a few inches before it capsized over the high
bank of the road.
After five hours of searching in the dark, we
succeeded in finding a car to take us to the nearest
town, where we could find a tow-truck and transport
our car to the appropriate service garage.
A second accident, this time of the vehicle that was
carrying us, detained us, once again, just a few
kilometers outside the town where we planned to seek
assistance…
Thankfully, we avoided serious damage… a few
minutes earlier the driver had heard a strange sound
and decelerated…
It was dawn by the time we managed to get our
broken vehicle to the garage…
The search, customization and subsequent use of
spare parts in Africa is truly a science completely
unknown to the rest of the world...
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At the end, it seems that Africa is discovered by each
person, uniquely, and that Africa reveals her own self to
each person, uniquely… sometimes in the form of pain,
or in the form of thirst, other times in the form of a big
heart that beats to an unknown, but oh so very real,
beat… a beat that, once listened to with resignation,
makes returning to the civilised world painful…
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AN URGENT VISIT AND
AID MISSION
TO N. CAMEROON
22-08-2005
From the moment I returned from
Greece, messages from the North
arrived on a daily basis. It had not yet
started raining and the prolonged
drought delayed the sowing of the mili-mili… the food
supplies had run out
and the black market
was going wild… all
prices had reached
levels that were
beyond the reach of
people this poor.
"Help us… people
have nothing to eat…"
I decided to send
two employees to go
Mili-mili
and buy rice and
distribute it among the parishes… then I decided to go
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myself, having considered the difficulty of the process
involved.
It was deeply saddening listening to the people
describe the difficulties…
"Everything has turned into a lake… you will not be
able to go anywhere… and we don’t have a car that’s able
to handle these conditions…"
I decided not to listen to any of this and to proceed,
with God’s help… We took off after a couple of flight
cancellations between Yaoundé and Garoua. We were
going to save time by flying two-thirds of the distance
and renting a car when we get there for the rest of our
journey…
Upon arriving at Garoua, we were confronted with a
surprise. Half of our luggage had been left in
Yaoundé!!! When we asked the person in charge for
some kind of an explanation, he stoically replied, in a
typically African manner:
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"There is no problem… there were too many passengers
and too much luggage and so they decided to leave some
of the luggage in Yaoundé, without informing the
passengers! Come back in two days to get the rest of your
suitcases!"
I tried to understand the simplicity of this thought
but could not conceive it. It seems I still maintain
strong ties with the European way of thinking and
behaving… this I counted as a point against myself.
One of the two employees stayed behind to wait for
the luggage and the next morning the rest of us set off
for the Missionary center in Katrang. Along the way,
I noticed how much everything had been changed by
the rain. The barren and dry land had been transformed
into an endless field
of various shades of
green, and into an
endless lake of
varying depth…
On the road we
found out that it was
impossible to reach
Katrang due to the
lakes that had
formed so we changed our plans and redirected
ourselves towards Datcheka.
Five kilometers before we arrived, our car stopped
right in the middle of a lake in the road. Water had
entered the air filter and had reached the engine, which
had broken down… There was no other way - we took
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our shoes off and got into the water and tried to move
the car…
Within five minutes many people had gathered.
These were the unseen spectators who had been
watching us, supposedly indifferent, during our journey.
I was not able to see or realize where all these people
had come from. In no time at all, we had freed the car
as a result of our collective efforts…
We tried many times, in vain, to start the car and
then waited for three hours for the assistance of a local
jeep. During all these hours, the children and young
people that had helped us would talk among themselves
and would all get up together and start to push the car
backwards and forwards… they hoped that pushing the
car like this would improve things… Several passers-by
stopped and expressed their opinions and then, after
convening, would all attempt to move the car all over
again… None of them were reluctant to get into the
mud, time and time again, for our sake.
This was a spontaneous reaction which was
witnessed several times during the days that followed
since the car got stuck in the mud dozens of times, at a
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dozen different spots… everywhere, different people
passing-by demonstrated the exact same solidarity…
Unforeseeable gestures, seemingly unimportant,
which, if noticed and analyzed, lead one to a selfcriticism of the European indifferent behavior that has
so deeply taken over most of the civilized world, both
that of the first and
second.
At night, in
Datcheka, we were
greeted by singing
and dancing…
In the dark, a
song sung in
antiphony with the
chorus was already
narrating the story, as if it were a historical fact, of what
we had come to do… A song in the night that wrapped
us in a bright veil of love and gratitude…
We rested in Datcheka in an unfinished building that
only offered us overhead shelter, since there were no
doors, no windows and barely a roof. Fortunately, the
weather was warm and it hadn’t rained in two days…

23-08-2005
We visited Doukoula to inspect the
building works of the Rural Medical
Centre. The doors and windows still
needed to be installed.
Meeting of the Priests… discussion regarding the
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construction of
temporary churches
from mud bricks
where grass huts
existed, or under
trees… Bureaucratic
procedures for the
titles of the land
donated for this
purpose.
In the evening, exhausted from the various
difficulties and the several incidents related to getting
the car stuck in the mud, we return to the shelter. The
heat is unbearable and the mosquitoes are attacking
fiercely - all this cannot be helped. Thankfully, our
exhaustion overcomes the effect of the mosquitoes and
we manage to fall asleep…

24-08-2005
With great difficulty, we reach
Yagoua – a virtually entirely Muslim
town. Here we bought the rice after
tough negotiations with the wholesale
merchant. Negotiating with him via the doctor
responsible for the rural medical center in Katrang,
the merchant asked for more than what we had actually
agreed the week before, taking advantage of the fact
that demand had increased due to the general food
shortage.
After long discussions, and having many times
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appealed to the love of God and to the fact that we
were not about to re-sell the rice but were to distribute
it amongst the people, he gave-in slightly and the deal
was closed. We began the procedures for acquiring
ownership of the stock and, late at night, we returned to
the shelter which had temporarily become our
headquarters.

25-08-2005
First thing in the morning, we went
back into Yagoua where our Odyssey
began in the effort of finding a truck
to transport the rice…
Just as things came to a close, a group of Muslims
wearing celembia (long, Arab garment) started
shouting…
When the situation was explained to me I finally
understood - or at least I tried to understand… They
belonged to some sort of syndicate and they demanded
to be paid for the truck of rice or else it would not be
allowed to proceed.
It became
apparent to me that
if I refused to pay
them we would be in
danger throughout
our journey, so after
some negotiations
I gave-in and we set
off.
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The driver was also forced to stop at the town exit
where we were obliged, once again, to pay the road
guards if we did not want to spend a day or two at each
one of the guardhouses…
It was probably best that I gave-in again because it
started to rain.
After an exhausting journey due to the bad state of
the roads, we unloaded the rice and placed it in the
shelter in the middle of the night... We had no safer
place to store it.

26-08-2005
According to our calculations, we
would be able to distribute eleven 50kilo sacks of rice at each parish.
Would this be enough?
My question was answered a few days later during a
visit of a governmental official who thanked me for this
initiative and explained that the state providence
accommodates only the larger villages and although the
provisions are initially large, by the time they actually
arrived they amounted to only five 50-kilo sacks. The
small villages are not even considered.
At around ten in the morning, we handed out the
rice at the parish of Saints Raphael, Nicholas and Irene
in Datcheka. When I saw the crowd that had gathered,
I prayed that the Saints would perform a miracle so that
the rice would be enough to go around. I asked the
people to assist in the distribution and that the eldest
were served first, followed by any mothers carrying
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children, and finally to all the others. An hour later we
had finished and from everybody’s lips the phrase
"Sousse-sousse-sousse…" was repeatedly heard, which, in
the Tipouri language, means: "Thank you, thank you…".
When we proceeded to depart, a group of four or
five women started
collecting the few
grains of rice that
had spilled onto the
church stairs during
the distribution!
They were waiting
for the opportunity
to do this the whole
time. The same
thing occurred at the parishes of Saint Gerasimos in
Gouai and of Saint Irene in Tchatimbali.
In Tchatimbali, the following also occurred: Two
women helped a trembling and extremely old lady to
slowly come and collect her share of the rice. When the
woman was brought close to me, she began shaking
even more intensely… I noticed that all the people had
began to laugh at something that the old lady was
mumbling… soon after, everybody was laughing aloud…
When I handed her the rice, she said something again
and, strangely enough, started running off on her own,
yelling, and provoking even more laughter to those
gathered…
It turned out that she had never seen a white man in
her life and, as a result of what she had heard, it was
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impossible for her to
conceive that decent
white people
existed… a notion
that was a remnant
of colonialism…
At night, a group
of young boys and
girls from Katrang
arrived. They were
to carry the rice on foot so that the distribution could
continue the next day. We divided the rice into smaller
sacks so that each would be carrying 20 kilos. They
placed the sacks on their heads, balanced their load,
formed a long line and began their journey. Five
minutes later their figures began to disappear into the
dense mili-mili plantations…

27-08-2005 Saturday
In the morning, after the Liturgy in
the Parish of Saints Raphael, Nicholas
and Irene, I set off on foot for the
Missionary Center of the Holy Twelve
Apostles in Katrang, along with father Dionysius and
father Irineos. We walked barefoot like everybody else,
due to the mud and the water. I had been warned that
there were places where the water would come up to
my waist. I considered this to be a slight exaggeration
but I quickly found it to be utterly true.
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We raised our clothes as much as possible and
followed the line of local inhabitants who entered the
water and walked along casually, balancing loads on
their heads.
They proceeded slowly along a path hidden beneath
the water. It was
impossible for me to
see the path but it
actually existed and
if you ventured off
slightly to the left or
to the right, there
was a real danger of
finding yourself up
to the neck in water.
They had advised me
that in order to steadily walk in the mud without
slipping, you had to first sink your toes into the mud
and then place down your heal. The fact that I did not
fall into the water was a miracle.
I watched a mother and her daughter walking ahead
of me, each of them carrying a bundle on their head.
They maintained their balance at all times, even when
the mother stepped on a thorn in the mud. Not only
did she not fall over, but she stood still, balanced on
one foot, raised her other leg so that the sole of the foot
appeared behind her and, with precision, removed the
thorn… and continued her course without actually
being able to see what she was doing due to the huge
bundle on her head.
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We entered and exited these kinds of lakes three
times. After that, walking in water up to your knees
was easy and somewhat enjoyable!
We approached the Missionary Center, but it was
when we were about fifty meters away that I managed
to see the Church of the Holy Twelve Apostles.
The sowing of the mili-mili had transformed the
landscape, which now boasted 2ó meter-high plants
(plants of the same plantation family as corn).
Along the road, children and other locals joined us
with enthusiasm and greetings of welcome.
It was Saturday, so we found a large group of women
with small children on their backs waiting outside the
Medical Centre so that they could explain their
problem and receive
the appropriate
counsel and
medication.
I thanked the doctor
for his faithfulness to
the Medical Center’s
program and for his
self-sacrifice, having
come here under
these circumstances.
He replied politely:
"This is where I was
born, your Eminence.
This is my land and I
love it…".
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With the ringing of the bells, the people gathered at
the church… I spoke to them for a while before starting
the distribution.
Two hours later, we set off on our way back along a
different path which, although slightly deeper, was
considered shorter.
As we were crossing the water, father Dionysius said
to me: "At this time of season, the hippopotami come here
for a few days from the nearby lake and literally destroy
the entire plantation. This year, because there has been a
lot of rain and the water of the lake has risen, we are
hoping that they will not come, otherwise all the people’s
efforts will go to waste…"
Wet and covered in mud, we arrived in the late
afternoon at our shelter in Datcheka … Fifteen minutes
later, the Evening Service bell was heard.

28-08-2005 Sunday
A journey towards Viri, with the car
getting stuck in the mud every so
often... We had planned to reach the
outdoor Church of Saint Spyridon in
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time for service so as to lay the foundation stone of the
church directly afterwards, before finally distributing
the rice amongst the locals.
On our journey to Viri, we got stuck two or three
times and each time, we took our shoes off, lifted our
clothes and started pushing… It was a beautiful
morning as we
pushed the car…
water-lilies which
blossomed as a
result of the rainfalls
floated on the water
around us… Ducks
had also given birth
and it was
astounding to watch
them as they crossed the water before us, followed
loyally by their ducklings… beautiful small flowers
everywhere… awe-inspiring, heavenly scenery that left
me speechless.
And still, in the midst of this beauty and beneath
strange tropical birds that flew in spectacular orbits
above us, a secret world existed that barely held on to
the breath of life… I don’t know why, but I felt that I
was only now beginning to understand what the Church
has been preaching and chanting for centuries: "... and it
was through sin that death entered the world"…
Our car broke down half way along the road.
We could not get it to move. We got off in order to
continue barefoot in the shallow lake… I slowly started
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to identify the differences between the various types of
mud – there is slippery mud, sticky mud and then there
is the mud that is easier to walk on since it contains
small grains of sand that slightly hurt the soles of the
feet, making you walk faster…
We finally arrived, and Fr. Paul, who was the local
priest and teacher, had already started the service.
A small breeze began to blow which made things harder
since we were all wet. Still, nobody left their positions;
only the mothers covered their babies (with the cloths
they used to fast them to their backs whilst they walked
or worked).
After service, we headed for the location where the
Church of Saint Spyridon is to be built. After the
special blessing, I briefly spoke about Saint Spyridon’s
persona and life which, in its everyday aspects, very
much resembled the
life of the people of
this land… I urged
them to hold out a
little bit longer until
the difficult days
pass…
After that, we
distributed the rice.
We were thanked for
not forsaking them, and set off on the same path back…
Early in the evening, as I watched our car being fixed
at a makeshift garage outside our shelter (something in
the steering mechanism had broken), a bicycle
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approached, ridden by an elderly man with a woman
who held on behind him, crying. When they reached us,
the old man said something in the Tipouri language
which was immediately translated to me: "Can you do
something to help? I found this woman crying on the
roadside because her child has died and I turned back to
take her to the local hospital, but with all this water,
I don’t think I will be able to get there…"
I approached them and put my hand on the baby’s
head. It was still warm, but it was not breathing. I tried
to find its pulse… nothing. I tried again… still nothing.
For a moment I gained hope because of something that
appeared to be a pulse, a movement. It was, however,
the silent sobs of the mother who transmitted tremors
to the baby’s body… and it was her body that was
keeping the little one warm…
The baby had died at dawn from a high fever and,
although twelve hours had passed, the mother refused to
accept it and continued to keep her baby tied to her back
all day, right up until the Samaritan cyclist found her…
With sadness, I made the sign of the Cross over the
child and gave some money to the cyclist in order for
him to continue his rather pointless journey and in
order to pay the doctor, thus granting the wishes of the
unfortunate mother, hoping that this would alleviate
her pain in some way.
They slowly disappeared in the mud and water,
leaving behind them sadness and questions that nobody
could answer… sadness that nobody would want to
describe in words... Suddenly, I felt a chill…
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It was a Sunday evening and in most parts of the first
and second world millions of people would be pursuing
some form of entertainment which, for completely
different reasons, when over, would leave them with a
similar sadness and disappointment…

29-08-2005
At dawn we were abruptly awakened
from our sleep by wailing female
voices. By the time I realized what
was going on, the voices had fainted
into the distance... We went out to see what was
happening…
With soft voices and with an air of respect, the
neighbors told us the bad news... A group of women
from Katrang had arrived on Sunday for the open
market that was to take place on Monday morning in
Datcheka. They were spending the night in a hut and,
just a minute ago, one of them discovered that her baby
had died… She started screaming, picked her baby up
and ran off back
towards her home in
Katrang …
The other women
followed, howling…
I tried to picture
all that I was told, to
picture the image of
her running and
wailing in the thick
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darkness of the night. "An unobserved observer of an
unobserved tragedy in a secret and almost non-existent
world…"
I wished it were all a bad dream… unfortunately,
though, such wishes never come true in this land…
At around 7 a.m. we set off for the parish of the
Three Hierarchs in Doukoula... countless people were
waiting for us… we started distributing the rice inside
the church.
Soon afterwards the rice was finished and the church
was still full of people. I asked them to sit and wait for
a while… As the choir began to sing in Tipouri, a team
set off to buy
another 250 kilos of
rice from the closest
market…. Two hours
later, having
achieved our goal,
everyone left feeling
happy.
We set off for
Touilae and then for
Bougai, where we arrived in the late afternoon. The
same scenes were experienced everywhere and the
people thanked both us and their benefactors…
I was still wondering how the two or three kilos of
rice that we were distributing to each person could be
of any real help…? The president of the parish of
Touilae answered my question…
"The people will be very relieved with your help… There
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is no money… all prices have risen because of the
hardships of the times and the cost of transportation is
now double... people are therefore forced to eat only greens
which, if eaten for more than five days in a row, cause
constant diarrhea… and it is not easy to find a doctor or to
buy medication…"
In the evening, a group of people of all ages arrived
in the village of Bourou, coming from the parishes of
Saint Panteleimon in Guere and Saint Christophoros.
We divided the rice into even smaller portions and they
left with it, disappearing into the darkness…
Distribution was to take place the next day…

30-08-2005
At around 4 a.m., we were awoken by
fierce rain and wind… it was impossible
to continue sleeping. The rain entered
the shelter from all angles.
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We stood watching the rain, hoping it would stop.
Optimistic predictions made by local meteorologists
spoke of a "short-duration" rainfall which was to last
only about five hours!… The rain continued for seven
hours… perhaps this particular rainfall was of "mediumduration"…
We had to change our plan as it was impossible to
get the car to move even a single meter... any last sign
of the road had disappeared under the water.
We held meetings upon meetings, with the
participation of the local meteorologists.
Everything seemed difficult… someone suggested we
should consult with the taxi-motorcycles in the area…
The four taxi-drivers in the area, realizing that they
would probably not be able to work in their own region,
decided to take the risk and suggested a rather
outrageous route. Since it was impossible to get to the
area of the lake where crossing in pirogues (a type of
canoe) could be possible, we were forced to cross the
borders, enter Chad and then, by passing through a
particular bridge, we would re-enter Cameroon close to
where the villages Guere and Bourou were situated…
We agreed on a price for transportation through the
knee-deep water... If we were to be confronted with
deeper water we would have to pay an additional
amount…
So, we set off for Fianga, the gateway city to Chad.
After the engine had continually stalled due to water
clogging, we reached a point were the water rose even
higher, above knee level… We got out and continued on
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foot in the water amidst a colorful crowd of people
carrying packages of greens to sell at the street market
in Fianga.
Everything was
calm for over a
kilometer, just like
the water we were
walking through in
single file... Among
us were some loadcarrying donkeys…
One of these
donkeys was the cause of the panic that struck ten
minutes later…
The animal had seen a water-snake next to it and
was startled... The people, realizing what had
happened, started throwing the items they were
carrying on their heads into the water and ran in all
directions, falling and shouting…
We remained motionless… we figured that the water
on both sides, be it our left or be it our right, was one
and the same. The snake moved on and disappeared,
probably frightened-off by the panic and commotion…
Two minutes later, after seeing the state they had all
found themselves in as a result of falling frantically in
the water, huge laughter spread across the entire line of
people… they each collected their packages, placed
them back on their heads and continued on…
I will always remember that spontaneous laughter…
Laughter: that’s one way of dealing with the poverty
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and hardships…
In Fianga we
awaited to see how
much we were going
to be charged.
Fortunately, seeing
us wet and muddy,
they only charged us
as individuals.
Explaining the
purpose of our
journey made no
difference… We paid
and, after changing
the spark plugs on
the three
motorcycles, set off
again… we had to lift
them and turn them
upside down to empty the water from their exhausts so
that they would start again…
For two and a half hours we went along a road that
was bombarded with mud and waterholes... Along the
road, an endless line of little fishermen with improvised
fishing gear was patiently waiting, each one of them
hoping to catch a wandering fish that would be
swimming within the vast swamp…
At some point, during one of the obligatory stops, I
approached them to see, up close, the method in which
they were fishing. They used a tree branch as a rod, a
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fiber from some plastic sack as a flying line, and a thorn
from a bush, carefully selected, as a hook.
The fish, microscopic… only slightly larger than a
large Marida…
In the early evening we arrived at Geure where we
were welcomed by traditional circular dances and
festive cheers… We distributed the rice, and received
the same reaction of gratitude…
We visited the half-finished water well that was
being built next to the Parish of Saint Panteleimon.
The rain would have to stop before the digging of the
well could continue...
We also spent some time with the local king. He
thanked us and spoke to us from the heart… "You need
to build us a medical center, my dear Bishop… you have
seen what the roads are like… if something happens to
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someone, all we can do is wait for certain death. There is
no other solution, no hope…"
What could one possibly say in response to a
desperate plea such as this?
We left for the village of Bourou and, once there, we
laid the foundation stone where digging had already
begun for the Church of Saint Christopher and a
school, before finally distributing the rice.
When night set in, we set off on our journey back...
After tiresome traveling in the night, and after a
number of minor incidents involving the border control
guards who asked for small night-time fees, we arrived
at the shelter. We had completed our modest objective
to help. August was also coming to its end and the mass
return of the unsuspecting consumer world had begun,
returning to the "post-holiday" dieting routines offered
in the form of cheap "family deals"…
We opened the last two of our canned food, ate
quickly and sunk into a slumber. Maybe we were "more
in need of dreams than in need of actual sleep", as the
poet says…

31-08-2005
I invited all priests to discuss how we
could improve the organization of our
Catechizing Mission. Soon we will
have the new Catechizing pamphlet…
photocopies of the draft pamphlet were discussed…
We also discussed the general issue of the presence
and ministration of the clergy…
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1,2,3-09-2005
The days are dedicated to monitoring
the works regarding the Medical
Center of Doukoula, to meeting the
youth and to planning certain
scholarships for the education of teachers and doctors…
At the same time, we make the required arrangements
regarding the titles for pieces of land where we plan to
build parishes and a school…

4-09-2005
We depart for Garoua. After a sevenhour delay, the plane finally lifts off
for Yaoundé …

12-09-2005
After experiencing certain symptoms
which I initially considered to be
those of a cold, I underwent blood
tests that revealed the presence of
malaria. An awful experience… a few minutes of high
fever followed by a few minutes of hypothermia. After
five days of being subjected to drip treatment, the
symptoms subsided… I was physically worn-out as a
result of the whole experience and as a result of the fact
that I had lost about five kilos in only a few days…
When I took a follow-up blood test it was discovered
that the malaria had receded… but that there was
something new… typhoid fever… more treatment….
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I will always remember the truth in the words of the
Metropolitan of Nigeria Alexander, who called me to
find out about how my health was. When I told him my
story, he replied: "Welcome to Africa! Now you are
engrained as a citizen of the world of Africa!"
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The Old Man Nag,
the "Port" Ironmonger
Excerpts from the "hand-written" and "imperfect"
Manuscript: "Diary of North Cameroon"
In February 2005, I visited North
Cameroon for the very first time.
This was a new and multi-faceted
experience for me. A difficult place
with very particular climatological and
morphological features; a world unknown,
unapproachable at first, with a different culture and a
different quality of life, which we could, at first glance,
label as poor, due to the obvious absence of even the
most simple of commodities.
Visiting this land is like undertaking a journey into the
distant past of human history, back to the exact point in
time which is common to all the people of this world.
After contemplating over the initial impressions
gained over the first few days, I began to notice other,
more subtle things. I had previously been informed
that the behavior and customs of the people of
N. Cameroon differ from those of the South…
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These are people of additional simplicity, honesty, a
lack of cunningness, a natural kindness and a respect
towards stature, and towards the stranger.
Equipped with new images and observations, riding
a van and trailer, I crossed a huge lake that had been
sucked dry by the draught.
At the edge of the lake, on the borders of the village
Viri and the village Ounion, which is mockingly
referred to as the "Port" (due to the fact that during the
rainy season when there is an abundance of water it lies
on the edge of the lake), I stopped next to a large, shady
tree that is very rare in this area.
I was drawn there by the sight of a couple of elderly
people sitting under the tree, leaning over the smoke of
a burning fire. "These are the iron-mongers of the area",
I was informed by one of my two escorts who also acted
as a translator of the Tipouri language.
I dismounted and approached this strange couple
with great curiosity as to the way they worked,
especially since my own family had been traditional
iron-mongers for generations. They greeted me in the
Tipouri language, with a kind smile. The boss - the
master worker - must have been about 80 years of age,
with his assistant not far behind that. I was amazed by
what were their ‘tools’ and ‘working kit’.
As a furnace, they used a "kanar" (a clay jar with a
rounded base instead of a flat one, which is used to
carry and store water and can be placed upright in the
ground to keep the water cool), which was half-buried
in the earth with a small hole at the bottom where the
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coal was situated. A sack made of goat skin was fixed to
its spout, which had openings on the edges.
By repeatedly opening and closing the two holes, air
would rush into the clay pot and would exit through the
small hole at the base of the pot, rekindling the coal
there, which would in turn heat the piece of iron which
was being made into a knife used by the farmers in the
North. When the piece of iron turned red, the master
worker placed it upon another piece of iron half-buried
in the ground (which seemed to be part of car which
must have survived the colonization) and would strike it
with yet another long piece of iron which he used as a
makeshift hammer! During the intervals required for
the knife to warm up again, he decorated the wooden
handle of a finished knife, by burning and carving it
with a hot, sharp "tool".
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I was amazed at the inventiveness and simplicity of
the solutions these men had adopted for their
requirements in the face of a shortage of otherwise
essential materials and tools. We spoke for a while with
the help of my translator. His name was Nag, and both
his father and grandfather had been iron-mongers
working at precisely the same spot.
He showed me the knife he had been decorating.
"It is a very good knife.", he told me, "It is wise to carry
such a knife with you always, you never know what you
might come across on the road…"
I smiled at the advice, but also realized that there
was wisdom in his words…
In actuality, I did not know what potential dangers
lay ahead of me… Of course, I was traveling within the
"safety" of our vehicle, but this old man’s life and
experience did not take into consideration the existence
of a vehicle, a word that does not even exist in the
Tipouri language (forcing locals to use the equivalent
French word, "karo", or "wagon"). His advise took into
consideration only the typical traveler of this land, who
faced the wild animals that roamed around in the area.
I asked the price of the knife. "Two hundred sefa", he
said, "That is how much my father charged and I have
never changed the price". I was baffled and asked my
translator to repeat the question, just to make sure that
I had heard the price correctly. He repeated the
question. Indeed, he was asking for 0.58 Euros for at
least two days work!!
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"Can you make me two knives?" I asked him. "I will
give you 2,000 sefa, but I want the knives to be good."
At first he smiled like a child and said:
"Ask anyone you know in the village about who makes
the best knives… The entire village uses only my knives
and people even come from other villages…" and then,
obviously offended, he began to recite a long list of
these "other" villages which, when he omitted or could
not recall particular names, would be added to by his
assistant…
"I must apologize", I said to him, "My translator must
have misinterpreted
my words. I did not
say that you do not
make excellent knives,
I meant that I wanted
the ones you will
make for me to be as
good as the ones you
have just shown me."
He smiled again.
"When would you like
them to be ready?" he
asked me, with
conviction.
"Look", I replied,
"I won’t be returning for three or four months so whenever
you finish the knives, give them to the priest in Viri and he
will send them to me."
Once the deal had been made, I handed him the
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money and stood there, staring at this "ancient man" (as
Fotis Kontoglou would have called him), in awe of the
rich tradition contained within him and the vast cultural
gap between us – a realization that made me feel empty
and naive in comparison.
The ‘gap’ or ‘difference’ between us was indicative of
the difference between a man who encapsulated
tradition and actually created history, and that of a man
who, many years later, as a mere observer and without
any real
participation, would
read this history and
would understand
only whatever his
mind allowed him
to…
A week later, I
visited the town of
Yagoua in search of
four screws which were required for the operation of a
hand-pump (for the water well at the Katrang
Missionary Center) which were lost during its
transportation.
I considered it a miracle that we actually managed to
find four identical screws.
As I ventured from one store to another, I remembered old Nag, the iron-monger, and bought him a
hammer, which I intended to give to him as a gift.
We arrived at the old man’s "shop" in the early
evening and found it to be, as we would say if it was
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actually a shop as we now it, "closed". That is, there was
nobody sitting under the tree and the fire was out. "He
has gone to a funeral" said a passer-by who, having
realized who we were looking for, informed us without
actually being asked. "If you turn the corner after those
‘boukarou’…" (round huts used as houses, typical of N.
Cameroon)"… you will find the road leading to the
funeral".
Although the directions were obviously vague, we
had nothing to lose in trying. So we set off to find the
road leading to the funeral. Just as we had been told,
we discovered a road with people moving backwards
and forwards behind the boukarou. We stopped to ask
about old Nag, the iron-monger. There were so many
people around that it was like looking for a needle in a
haystack. It wasn’t long before we were surrounded by
passers-by and women carrying babies on their backs.
They stared at me, perplexed, and my feeble efforts to
ask the whereabouts of old Nag in the Tipouri language
provoked restrained laughter and curiosity at the same
time. Fortunately, the sole mention of his name was
enough for them to understand what I wanted. They
started speaking in their language, making absolutely
no sense to me, providing directions that I guessed
meant taking a right, followed by a left.
All in all, I was totally confused. I was unsure as to
whether the directions meant, when considering the
particulars of the local language, that "… in order for old
Nag to go to the funeral, he would have to come from the
right, and then head towards the left…", or if it meant
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"… if old Nag was to return from the funeral, he will come
from the left and head to the right…". Whilst lost in this
confusion, I admired the eagerness they had to help me
and, in an effort to formalize what they were saying,
would end their statement with a sudden and deep
intake of air, as one would do when surprised or
frightened by something.
Suddenly, this confusion was interrupted by the
appearance of old Nag himself, wearing his long, ochrecolored celembia, his straw, cone-shaped hat and his
staff in his hand. His general presence was reminiscent
of a medieval manuscript miniature of some type of
subject of worship surrounded by pilgrims.
There were shouts of laughter as old Nag enjoyed
the crowd’s admiration, a crowd that was amazed at the
fact that a white "maraboo" (a hermit and generally a
man dedicated to God) was looking for the ironmonger of the "Port"!
It was getting dark, and since I found the man I had
been looking for, I took the hammer I had brought out
of the car and handed it to him. Old Nag took it into
his hands, examined it for a while, and lifted it high so
that everyone could see it, saying repetitively "sousse,
sousse, sousse...", which means "thank you".
It was as if this had been the sign everyone had been
waiting for. There were unified cries from the crowd
and women exerted elongated, high-pitched cries of joy
and approval! I raised my hand and waived and headed
towards the car. By the time we set off, the people had
started to sing and dance!!!
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"They will most likely stay and dance here till the
morning…", my translator informed me. When I asked
why, he was obviously surprised that I did not know and
proceeded to explain: "The hammer you bought is of
great value and fortune not only for the man himself but
also for the whole village, and when somebody offers a gift
to the village, they believe that great good will befall upon
the entire village… this, therefore, must be celebrated with
dancing".
In May, I was visited by a retired Orthodox teacher
from Yaoundé. After the initial greetings, she
proceeded to explain that she had just brought her lifelong dream to fruition: the dream of visiting North
Cameroon to pay her respects to all the Orthodox
parishes of the North. Her voyage had been full of
impressions and experiences that she relayed to me.
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When she finished relaying her experiences,
I thanked her and wished that she would be granted the
opportunity to re-live the trip sometime in the future.
Before leaving, she took a package from her bag and
gave it to me saying that it had been sent for me by a
certain priest. Upon opening the package, I was
surprised to find inside two knives and a note with the
priest’s handwriting on it and some petty cash inside.
The note read:
"Your most honorable Orthodox Archbishop, I am
sending you the knives you ordered. You will need to
order two leather sheaths to prevent the blades from getting
rusty and to allow you to use the knives for years to come.
I am also returning the change from the money you gave
me as a deposit.
Thank you, once again, for the nice hammer you gave
me as a gift.
The village greets you.
Nag, the iron-monger."
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DIARY NOTES
FROM THE YEAR 2006
8-01-2006, Sunday
A busy day in Douala where I
performed the Liturgy in the Church
of The Forerunner, in Bonnaberi,
which was celebrating its Feast Day.
After the Liturgy, we headed towards the estuary of the
river Sanagka for the Submergence of the Holy Cross
and the blessing of the waters.
Quite a number of members of the Greek
Community, and even more locals, were present.

The children jumped into the water to siege the
Cross… to the Greeks, this evoked emotion and
nostalgia for the homeland… for the natives of
Cameroon, it evoked joy that comes by participating in
an ecclesiastic tradition that conveys, what dozens of
words could not, a message about the grace of God, the
consecration of nature, and the role nature plays in
salvation. This was followed by the festive cutting of
the New Year "Vasilopita" cake and a gathering of the
Greek Community… A happy event, but also a sad one,
since it was evident that the once large Greek
community was now fading...
Right after the gathering we departed for Giaounte,
which was three hours away.
In the early evening we arrived at the capital, loaded
our things into the car and left for the Missionary
Center in Katrang, in North Cameroon. Our plan was
to travel by night so as to save a day out of the usual
three days required for the trip.
The decision was risky, but we did not have much of
a choice since we had to get ahead to prepare
everything for the consecration of the Church of Saint
Panteleimon in the village Geure. The Metropolitan of
Xanthi, the His Eminence Panteleimon, accompanied
by five clergymen and a group of believers from Xanthi,
would be arriving in three days time for the event, since
it had been through their funding and efforts that the
church had been restored.
We had arranged to take turns in driving so that our
driver could rest. (The group consisted of Anastasis S.
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from Preveza who works at the Greek Embassy at
Yaoundé, Panagiotis P., a friend and supporter from
Athens, Floran the chorus-master of the Choir of
Yaoundé, and Silouan, a seminar teacher and also "the
man that can get all jobs done".) Apart from danger,
what could a night-trip through a tropical forest have in
store for us?
On our journey, we stopped at a bakery to buy some
bread. The employee recognized us and immediately
called the Greek owner of the bakery without us
realizing and handed me the phone to speak to "the
boss, Mr. Giorgos".
Baffled, I listed to a familiar voice over the phone
speaking in a somewhat jovial manner: "Your Eminence,
I have been tracking your movements… I will be waiting
for you at the village Abob-bang, 130 kilometres from
where you are now… don’t even think of not stopping
over, I am already laying the table and am expecting you
to eat with us...".
He was clear, categorical and adamant … typical
Greek! I tried explaining that we were short of time,
etc., but there was no use… we had to stop, even if it
was only for a short while...
After a two-hour rough drive along a dirt road, we
arrived at the village set in pitch-black darkness. George
P., a successful Cameroon businessman, was waiting for
us outside his new store (the village is located on a main
junction of the country’s road network). Beneath the
darkness, we greeted each other, gave blessings and
wished him the best on his new venture before following
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him as he led us to the "large upper room, furnished and
prepared" (Mark 14:15). What a joyous and wonderful
surprise… to be crossing tropical forests around
midnight and to be suddenly met by a Greek with all the
distinctive features of the "genius of our race" who waits
for you only to insist on traditional hospitality and a
classic Greek menu...! The phrase that tells it all: "Try the
olives, they are from Amfissa!"
We ate with gratitude and thanked God, unable to
explain the greatness and wonder of His plans...
We managed to persuade the hospitable Mr. George
that we could not spend the night at his house and
resumed the kilometer countdown: another 150
kilometers to go… another 100 to go… another 50…
With the weariness showing on our faces, we arrived
at the city of Bertua, which had begun to take on
mythical dimensions in our minds, proportionate to the
exhaustion of the day...

9-01-2006, Monday
After several short stops on the
sixteen hour road trip, we finally
arrived at Garoua, where we spent the
night.

10-01-2006, Tuesday
We refueled and set of for the final leg
of road that separated us from the
Missionary Center of Katrang. By
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comparison to the previous day’s drive, the remaining
550 kilometers were going to be a short stroll in the park.
When we arrived, we took the icons and the other
things that would be required for the consecration to
the Church of Saint Panteleimon at the village Geure,
80 kilometres from the Missionary Centre of Katrang.
We also paid a visit to the neighbouring village of
Bourou, where the foundations for the Church of Saint
Cristophoros and for a school had been dug.
We returned to Katrang, exhausted.

11-01-2006, Wednesday
Departure for Maroua, where we
waited to welcome the Metropolitan
of Xanthi and his escorting company.
They arrived with only a few hours
delay and, fortunately, with no other complications.

12-01-2006, Thursday
We set off for Katrang, having bought
supplies of various small gifts and
writing utensils for the children.
On our way, I took note of our
visitors’ reactions to their first contact with the world of
North Cameroon.
From within our vehicles everything looked as if it
was part of a television documentary. When we arrived,
the fatigue, the children dressed in torn rags, the sight
of mud-brick huts with straw roofs, the unfathomable
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mixture of humans, animals, dust, heat and sand,
brought our visitors down to earth to a reality they had
never known or
experienced before...
With tears and
emotions hard to
contain, they all
turned towards me
seeking an answer to
the questions of
"why?", and "how is
this possible?",
knowing all too well that it is impossible to find an
answer...
I realized that they were experiencing what I had
also experienced on my first visit to this land. It is as if
an invisible hand starts stirring something within you
and, from that moment on, you cease to be what you
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once were and you instantly realize that you will never
be able to regain the carefree attitude of your previous
life because… now you know…
We showed our visitors to their rooms. By now they
had begun examining everything and everyone…
meanwhile the children had begun gathering and
banging their tam-tams. We ate in an open area, like
the Spartans before us...
In the afternoon I received an invitation to dinner in
Katrang from the deputy prefect of Datcheka.
He was a man of the South, polite, educated and
intelligent. I attended the dinner in the company of the
Metropolitan of Xanthi and father Nektarios.
(I deliberately mention the names of those present, as
witnesses to the story that follows.)
After dinner, the deputy prefect told us the
following story:
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"I do not know why, but I believe that God has
connected me to the Orthodox Church, even though both
my family and I are Catholics. I was troubled when the
Ministry informed me that I was being transferred to North
Cameroon, and specifically to the region of Datcheka
because, as you can see, life here is difficult and I would
also have to put my family through these difficulties as long
as my transfer lasted… but something inside me was
curious and was amazed, for the reasons I am about to
explain…
Because my family was already a large one, when our
fifth child was born my wife and I decided that we would
use whatever savings we had to buy a bigger house. And
so, we began searching for a house in the Yaoundé area,
which would also be convenient for my work.
After a long search, we visited a house that was for sale
that belonged to an Orthodox priest by the name of Fr.
Justin. He was selling the house because he was being
transferred to North Cameroon to work there as a
Missionary in the Katrang region, where he was originally
from. He welcomed my wife and I in a joyful and friendly
manner. We virtually spent the whole day together, being
looked after by him. We talked and he offered us dinner
and all sorts of attentions.
Although we were anxious about the outcome of this
house visit, for him the sale of the house seemed to be of
secondary importance. In the end, he told us that we
could proceed with the necessary paperwork anytime we
wished and that the house would be ours without any
negotiations over the price!!! As you can imagine we were
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surprised, to say the least, almost to the point of not
actually believing what he had said.
Things, though, turned out exactly as stated and, a few
weeks later, Fr. Justin departed and we moved into the
house.
On a wall in his bedroom, a Cross had hung for many
years. When he moved out, Fr. Justin took the Cross with
him, along with his other possessions, but an imprint of
the Cross was left on the wall. In other words, the wall
colour where the Cross had previously hung was brighter
than that of the rest of the wall. When we had the house
painted, I asked the painters to leave that part of the wall
untouched. I considered it to be a blessing to our house.
What I am now about to tell you is rather strange…
There were many nights when the spot where the Cross
had hung would glow in the dark. When we turned on the
light its glow would disappear and then it would reappear
some other night as we entered the room to go to bed, and
would remain illuminated until we turned on the light.
I don’t know why, but we always considered this to be a
special blessing from Fr. Justin.
A long while later, I learnt that only a few days after his
arrival at Katrang, Fr. Justin had passed away and had
been buried in his home village.
You can therefore imagine just how surprised I was to
hear that I, myself, was being transferred to that very area,
Fr. Justin’s village. The first thing I did upon my arrival
was to find his grave to thank him and receive his blessing.
That is why I believe that God has strangely connected
me to the Orthodox Church. I don’t quite know how to
explain it..."
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We returned to Katrang, in wonder at the
inexplicable plans of God.
During the night, the temperature dropped sharply...
hard to sleep in such cold...
I sat on the stairs of the Church of the Twelve
Apostles along with some of the believers who were
there to help with whatever may be needed.
We started talking quietly, under an impressive full
moon over the African desert, and a story was narrated
to me which everyone here in the north still talks
about...
During the last rain season (May - September), the
following incident occurred: a very old lady, who had
recently lost her husband, was constantly miserable
because she was facing a great deal of difficulty in
coping with various daily practical matters.
Her latest difficulty, though, was insurmountable.
The roof of her house needed to be replaced before the
rain began as termites had literally destroyed it,
rendering it incapable of protecting her once the rain
started. She was, however, unable to do anything about
it herself and could not afford to pay somebody to build
a new roof for her "boukarou". So she left everything in
God’s hands, feeling saddened about the difficult
situation she was being faced with.
The rain season began and, in vein, the old lady tried
to protect herself from the strong and persistent rain
under a roof from which water was leaking everywhere.
Having no other choice, she remained inside her
"boukarou", nervous and miserable. As if the rain was
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not a big enough burden, one day a strong wind started
blowing, and kept growing stronger over time, until at
one point it completely blew off the roof of the old
lady’s house… in a blink of an eye it had disappeared…
The old lady was left in the roofless "boukarou", shaking
from the cold and the rain, crying, and faced with
immanent death.
Amidst this tragic situation, the following
inexplicable and wonderful incident occurred:
The very strong wind that had removed the old
lady’s roof, suddenly carried over a brand new one and
placed it right on top of her roofless "boukarou"! It was
as if an invisible hand had brought it and placed it
carefully on the right spot!!
The old lady was speechless. It seemed as if God
was sparing her life at the very last moment.
The next day, the weather improved and the wind
and rain had stopped. In the afternoon, a young man
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approached the old lady’s "boukarou" and spoke to her.
He asked to look inside, and the old lady invited him to
follow her.
What a surprise it was to find some of his clothes
inside her "boukarou", hanging from the thick pieces of
wood holding the densely woven grass!!!
He explained to the old lady how the strong wind the
night before had blown off his roof and how he had set
off this morning in search of it. He was from a village
four to five kilometres away from the old lady’s village.
When the old lady explained how the wind had
removed her roof only to replace it with a new one, he
was amazed.
He explained that although he had been searching
for the roof, he was more interested in the clothes
hanging from it, because in one of his trousers he had
kept some savings.
After listening to all that had happened, however, he
refused to take anything, including his clothes and the
savings, saying:
"If God decided that things should be this way then it
means that there is some greater need for it. Who am I to
go against the will of God?"
They also told me a story about a protestant branch
called "The Real Church of Christ" which had settled in
the region of Extrem Nord. In the village named
Kalfou, they built a "church" out of mud bricks baked in
the sun with the help of some locals, and they had
initiated gatherings there.
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The same wind that had torn off the old lady’s roof
had also completely destroyed this "church", down to its
very foundations, without even slightly damaging any of
the surrounding villagers’ huts which were built in
exactly the same way!
The next day, the heads of this protestant branch
were forced to abandon the area, seeing that the
villagers considered this a negative sign and were too
scared to even look in the direction of the empty place
where the "church" stood the night before.

13-01-2006, Wednesday
Consecration of the Church of Saint
Panteleimon, in the village Geure - a
festivity that involved the entire village.
This is a unique experience of the
Orthodox Church that fills one with indescribable joy
and gratitude of the efforts of the first missionaries.
At the hour of the Communion Anthem, the people
started chanting in the Kera language, the local
dialect... "Praise Him with loud cymbals; praise Him with
high-sounding
cymbals! Let
everything that has
breath praise the
Lord!"… an
experience that
cannot be conveyed
neither by words,
nor by images...
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After the Divine Liturgy,
there was a huge open-air
table laid for everyone to eat.
Speeches and counterspeeches, thanksgiving deeply
engraved in everyone’s
heart...
Exhausted, we set off on
our way back filled with
experiences that reflected the
inner changes we had all
undergone, changes which
are better expressed through
silence and prayer, rather
than through words...
A heartfelt prayer for
every heartfelt pain of this
unknown and suffering
world...
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15-01-2006, Sunday
After the Divine Liturgy at the Greek
Church of the Annunciation of the
Virgin Mary, we visited the Greek
Community. In the afternoon we
visited the parish of Saint Nektarios at the village Mfou.
There is a great difference between the parishes of
the desert of North Cameroon and those of the tropical
South...

16-01-2006, Monday
We were welcomed with the hospitality
of the "Saint Marc Seminar of Orthodox
Theology". We gathered for the
important speech of the Metropolitan
of Xanthi, His Eminence Panteleimon. He addressed
the twenty students who are to be tomorrow’s
missionaries of Central Africa and spoke of how these
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students are perceived and what the Orthodox Church
around the world expected from them...
This was followed by the christening of eleven young
Cameroonese at the Seminar’s chapel, with the
godparents selected from within the escorts of the
Metropolitan of Xanthi... the joy that this festivity
brought was evident on the faces and in the hearts of all.

17-01-2006, Tuesday
Today the believers departed… both
joy and sadness… joy over the firsthand experiences they were about to
take home with them and sadness
over the fact that this will all soon come to an end...
These indescribable feelings could not have been
better expressed than by one of the Seminar’s students
who, at the last minute, asked me whether he could sing
a song in the Ntouala dialect...
"Today, my heart is filled with joy…
but there, too, is sadness.
But with you, and close to you,
it will forever soar with happiness…"

16-02-2006, Thursday
While I was visiting North Cameroon
and South Chad, a letter from the
Metropolitan of Xanthi, His
Eminence Panteleimon, arrived at the
Metropolis. Here is the Shepherd of Our Borders’
heart-felt letter:
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In Xanthi, on the 30th of January 2006,
To the Metropolitan of Cameroon,
Bishop Gregory, in Cameroon.
Your Eminence,
With the blessing of God, we have returned to our
duties with the clergy and with our other secular fellow
workers, following our short visit to Your God-pleasing
province.
We are filled with powerful and deep-rooted memories
from our pilgrimage and we wish to express our gratitude
towards You for the reception and the excellent hospitality
You and Your brothers offered us during our stay there.
We came, Your Eminence, and we must confess that
we were taught and received so much more than what we
offered. Part of our hearts, as we have all come to realise,
has remained with You and Your suffering flock, our kind
and most decent African brothers. We were won over by
their simplicity, the humble look in their eyes, their
extraordinary patience, their strong faith and their thirst for
the Truth. We consider You blessed, because the
Providence of God has allocated You as Shepherd,
Teacher and Bishop to very kind people, people that do
not miss the opportunity to strongly and vividly
demonstrate their feelings of respect and dedication
towards those who struggle for the evangelistic message.
We assure You that not only will we never forget what we
experienced, but that we will treasure these memories as a
priceless heritage, at the "holy of holies" of our hearts.
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Along with the mere I, our clergy and our blessed flock,
who cannot hear enough about our visit, will, at every
chance, raise our hands in prayer to the Lord and ask him
to lighten the weight of the Cross He has placed on Your
shoulders, as bishop and shepherd of the missionary
Metropolitan of Cameroon, and to grant You the strength
and wisdom that You need to successfully conclude Your
sacred mission.
We will also pray for Your wonderful people, the
neophytes and catechumens, so that they receive the
blessing and solace of God so as to "give a defense to
everyone who asks a reason for their hope" (1 Peter, 3:15)
and to be enlightened by the eternal light of the
Resurrection, offering their testimony to those near and
far. We will also pray for Your fellow missionary priests
and students of the Seminar, so that they are strengthened
and supported in the field of God, a field so vast and in
such need of worthy harvesters.
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The time we spent together in love, honesty and
sincerity has established impregnable ties between our
local churches, a relationship based on the un-broken and
un-shaken foundation of our common faith and on the
strong bond of love.
We thank You endlessly for Your courteous and warm
reception and hospitality, and we will continue to support
You in Your work and ministration so that this world that
is so submerged in darkness and in the shadow of death is
led to a knowledge of the Truth in Christ, to the glory of
God and to the glory and praise of our immaculate faith.
With love in Christ,
Panteleimon of Xanthi
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AN EPILOGUE
OF… HOPE
In an attempt to imitate the Conqueror of Death
and His Disciples in even the slightest of ways, and with
the experience of the Empty Tomb as our sole
qualification, we transcend a secret and unknown
world... as strangers in the vastness...
From within the boundaries of poverty and distress,
we study the secret and untouched treasure of being
without any property, without wealth...
…steps in a world truly alive that hungers for Life,
and for the right to live...
We bear witness to the daily and uneven fight
against the evil compartmentalization of our world into
the first, second and third...
We study the eyes, the breaths, the words, the hopes
and a snippet of the dreams of this world, in an effort to
feel them and, upon each death, to instill grains of the
hope in the Resurrection…
with words of the Logos (the Word)...
with works, as few as they may be, but in accordance
with the teaching of the Logos...
as much as our strength allows….
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with great effort… in imitation of the Logos’ own
struggle…
for all of us...
albeit insignificant when compared to the sacrifice of
the Son and Word of God...
And, each day we wake up to the same predicament,
with an ache in our heart... What could we possibly say,
what could we possibly transfer to the first world, a
world that is exclusively occupied with how to simply,
and quickly, forget?!!!
Gr.
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